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From the experimental investigation detailed herein it
has been determined, at least for two types of struts, that there
is a very elose correlation between (l) the experimentally deter-
mined buckling load which a given strut will sustain and (2) the
critical load determined by the use of Southwell's method, which
does not entail loading the strut to its critical load* By using
an initial eccentricity and loads considerably less than the cri-
tieal, the critical load may be derived from the results of three
or four simple tost readings, not requiring an elaborate or refined
setuj:.
Experimental verification of existing theory of lateral
buckling is noted for the case of struts tapered to a point at the
application of the loading.
The possibility of determining the eccentricity of a
given loading by plots of P/p vs p is pointed out and the type of
curve to be expected is noted. However due to laok of refinement
of the experimental setup, no definite conclusions are presented.
The theoretical portion of this thesis offers the deriva-
tion of a formula for the lateral buckling of a thin linearly taper-
ed strut of oonstant thiokness. Due to the complexity of the problem
certain simplifications were made to facilitate this derivation*
Comparison of the values determined ty use of this formula




It le suggested that in seas future work a laore thorough
investigation be made of the relation between the eccentricity of
the loading and the load which a strut will oarry # using a given
defloot ion as a parameter.

II. IOTBODUCTF
In aeronautioal design tliere are several instances in which the
lateral stability of thin tapered struts is of importance. Specific
eally one might mention as examples g (1) exposed wind tunnel struts,
and (2) airplane external antenna masts. In each case it is extremely
important that tlie thinnest possible section be used in order to reduce
disturbance of the air flow and hence drn£# to a minimum. At the same
time it is required to carry as high a load an possible without buck-
ling or deflecting excessively.
Very little literature or experimental data an this particular
problom of lateral stability lias boon publiclied and most theoretical
treatises deal only with the general problem and do not consider spe-
cific applications* This lack of information is even creator for
eccentrically loaded or truncated struts.
" As a thosis project it was proposed to make some experimental
tests on struts of various planforms and thickness ratios. In addi-
tion it was proposed to develop formulas which might 'x) used in
calculating critioal buckling loads for lateral stability of (1 ) thin
struts tapered to a theoretical point at the point of application of
loading and (2) thin struts, tapered but truncated.
The purpose of tlie experimental work was lar^ly throe-fold.
(1) TimoshenkOj Inference 1, referring to a German report by
Itoderhofer, Iteferonce 2, gives formulae which give tho critioal buck-
lin£ load of a thin strut where the depth of cross section varies
accord inr to the law*
aeferenoe It S. Timoehenko, "Theory of Plastic Stability 11 , p. 249-250
?.baraw*Hill. 1936.
Itoferonoo 2i K. Federhofer, "Heports International Congress of Anullod
"
i nfri » < -ii » ! ii ii »» ii mini Wi, runwmm-mm*~m
!-feo?ian3
r
c6n f Stooldioln, 19S0.
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h- h ( 1 - Ifo x
whore
h - depth at root
SL ~ length ^
s " coordinate alone length
n * some value which corrosponds to typo of taper.






B and C = flexural and torsional rigidities of fixed end
of a cantilever strut
a = factor depending upon 'n above and upon type
of loading
It was desired to oheok these results experimentally and this was done
for two aluminum models of thickness/depth ratios of l/48 and l/SG at
the root#
(2) It was desired to obtain experimental buoklin^ loads of trun-
cated thin struts which could be oheoked with critical loads to be worked
out theoretically. Aluminum and steel models of thickness/dopth ratio
l/20 at root and 1/4 at the tip were tested experimentally.
(5) Southwell, leferenoe S # lias indicated a method of determining
the critical load from test data within the elastic recime. All models
have been subjected to this analysis.
Iteferenoo 5t R. V. Soutlwell, "Proceedings Royal Society" , London,
series A, Vol. 135, p. 60, 1952.
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In addition the Southwell lines determined as above will inter-
sect the axis of deflections at a certain value a which is & function
of the eccentricity of the loading in our cose, a has been plotted
against eccentricity in an attenpt to establish a relationship between
the two.
The method of procedure and results obtained are noted in sections
III and IV below.
Theoretical results are noted in section V.
-7-

III. 3 ?AL ARARAT'S
i » ii
A. TEST SPBCOTHE
1 best specimens were of the Gone type being cut from
l/8 (a nroximately ) sheet cold rolled steel or 24 ST aluminum.
All struts were designed for an effective length (from cd^c of end
n
iort to noint of loading; of 13 , tilth varying de ~reec of taper
from varyinr root depths. Thicknesa remained essentially constant
throughout;, though it would perhaps have been desirable to have
models with tapor in two directions.
At no point in the models was shear found to be critical.
However in designing the ends of the models to carry the knife edge
it was necessary to carry the toiife ed~c support xiolz alon^ the model
far enough to obtain sufficient de^th to resist the bending moment
in the yi plane.
See Appendix A for drawings of all models t
Model A 4.5 root depth, aluminum, tapered to point
ISodel B G.C root depth, aluminum, tapered to point
n
Hodel C 3.5 root depth, aluminum, trunoated
Model D 5*5 root depth, steel, truncated
B. DESCRIPTION OP PRTSICAL SETUP
See Appendix !3 and C for drawings and photographs of setup.
A first consideration was to obtain complete end fixity as
nearly as nossiblo. The models were heavily bolted "crj means of two
steel 2 x 2 x l/4 angles, one on each side, to a heavy permanent steel
backplatc. The flange faces on opposite sides of the model were scored
heavily so that when the through bolts were tightened the fiances would
bite into the models. It is believed complete end fixity was obtained,
for throughout the tests the indicators returned to eero when the load
-C-

was removed, e;:ccpt ao hereinafter noted.
Care tog taken to mount the model with the y-axis vertical
and the z-exis horizontal.
A second consideration was to obtain the desired loading
at the desired point* By nountin;- the z-axis of syraaotry horizontal
and by applying the load in a vertical direction, a loading perpendi-
cular to the strut axis was assured* The strut and knife edge were
designed so that the loading ed~e t.'ould be on the axis of symmetry.
In addition it \ms desired to have a transverse x«oxis motion of the
knife edge to provide for eccentricity of loading* Uso of set screws
as shown in the knife edge detail allotted tMs eccentricity to be
introduced. (Hotet In this experiment the eccentricity adjustment
was not very precise, s ince the sot eorews imbedded themselves into
the models to a varying and unneasureable degree. In addition, there
s a tendency of the screws to climb on the model when turning and
of -t&uc twisting the teiife edge. A suggested alternate screw design
is shown for future work. .Also it is suggested that some means for
keeping the knife edge aligned with the z-axis be introduced J. To
allow the knife edge to seat more easily on the model, the surface
of the model was grooved, giving, in effect, two parallel lines of
contact for the knife edge to seat on.
The loading was accomplished s imply by hanging weights in
a pan, through a saddle, over the knife edge. To avoid dynamic load-
tog and to prevent buckling failure prenaturely, a jaok was provided
under the weight pan to apply or relieve loadin,-.
A fourth cons ideration was to measure deflections. Angular
deflections, due to t'leir greater ease of measurement, were chosen
rather than downward or sidewiso deflections, ac the deflection
-9-

parameter in all considerations. It was felt that a simple mechanical
pointer would suffice if sufficient magnifioation were provided. Con-
soquently a SO am was clamtsed securely on the ed^e of each speciman,
the arm being demountable 30 that the same pointer could be used on
successive models. A pioce of millimeter graph paper was mounted
behind each end of the pointer with its coordinates in the vertical
and horizontal directions. In order to obtain a measure of the angle
of twist of the model it was only necessary to measure the difference
in the vertical deflection between the two ends of the pointer. This
effectively considers the angle as bo in?* directly proportional to the
sine of the angle. This approximation is valid for the small angles
which we are measuring. The millimeter crftph paper was adjusted for
each model so that the pointers would read zero in each coordinate
before application of load. It was found that the position of the
pointer oould be estimated to l/lOth of a millimeter. Side deflootione
of the model caused one end of the pointer to rub on the indicating
?anel t thus introducing a slight stabilising moment. Thi3 moment was con-
sidered negligible due to the use of a pointer of very small rigidity.
C. TESTING P8DCEDUM
Tho model was set up in the rig as indicated in B above, and
the reading scales set so that the pointers read sero. Loading was
applied in varying increments depending upon tJio sice of the model and
upon the proximity of the applied to the critical loads. This first
loading was to determine the experimental critical load for strut, or
the maximum centrally apnliod load which strut would support with de-
flection in the yE-plane only, and above which tho slightest external
disturbance would cause tho strut to buckle. The knife od^e was first
plaoed at the approximate oenter of the model. As loads were applied
-10-

the model would tend to deflect sideways in one direction, or the
other. Accordingly the knife edge would be moved by moans of the
adjustment set screws, in a direction opposite to the riot ion* This
adjustment was made with the load largely relieved by means of the
jack. Then the load was applied a^iin and the process repeated until
downward deflection only was noted* Additional weights were added
until another side deflection was noted, and the knife ed^e adjust-
ment process repeated* Finally a load was reached where the slightest
movement of the leiife edgo in either direction would cause the strut
to buckle in that direction* This load was taken as the experimental
oritioal load, and the position of the knife edge as the cero position
for that strut setup.
The knife edge was always shifted with some, but not all,
load applied to facilitate seating of the knife edge on the strut.
Before loads were applied or taken off, the jack underneath the pan
was used to take the load from the knife edge and hence from the strut.
Following the locating of the *ero point of the knife edge for the par-
ticular model setup, a certain amount of eccentricity of loading was
introduced by shifting the knife edge. As weights were added, readings
were taken, at various loading stages, of the accumulated loading and
of the position of the pointers in the y and x directions on the indi«
eating paper* Then the eccentricity was increased and the procedure
repeated. This orocess was carried out until the teiife edge was located
almost at the edge of the model*
Since it was not desired to exceed the yield strength in those
models the angle of twist had to be held within some limits, except in
the final runs. The readings wore roughly plotted as they were raado
and when the flat of the curves of difference versus load was reached.
-11-

no further readins were taken.
Between each change of eccentricity, *ero readings on the







Pages 15 to 45 present; data la tabular form. The
different runs represent different eoccntricitiG3 as
noted, and the data is presented in six columns as folia."3 t
(1) Cumulative loading - £•
(2) Jtoading in the y-dircction of the left on
pointer in milliiaotoro.
(S j Ibadin^ o y-direction of the right ond of the
pointer in nillimotors.
(4) Beading of cither ri(-hfc or left end of ointor
in the jc-diroction in millimeters.
(5; Difference between readings of the two ends of the
pointer in millimeters. NDTEt This differed
(Dl F '• , as has been pointed out, is taken ac dirootly
and linearly related to t :le of twist i% and
used in ^laco of p. The units of DIFF. are nillii
\ plot of . vs p is included in appendix D,
(G; Difference divided by the cunulativo loading *= DTPF#/te.
This column has not been calculated for all runs*
Pace 45 contains tabular data of eccentric ity and a, (so >•
duct ion; for the various models. This daoa is token fron
charts 1, Df P and H # and from the tabular data.
2. Graphical Form
Figures A to I (pa^eo 46 to 54 ) show reaults i hioal
form. .11 of the tabular data lias not boon slotted since m
curves would be lar
(




Again, DIP?, stands for difference Which is directly prorx>rfc ional
to tho eaxrlo of twist £ (sec Appendix DJ and the unite of QIFF. are
milliasters.
Curves are labeled as RDH 1, etc, Ttoso toros correspond to
various eccentricities which vary for tho different runs for difforont
models* However eooentrioity increases as tb© run numijors increase.
Figure E shows curves runuinc to what night bo considered a no r-
tive difference. This was duo to a reversal noted on this model. At
low eccentricit ioc and loads tho nodol began to twist in one direction
and then switched its direction of twist as the load was increased.
This was considered due to initial twist In tho model.





Aliraiirun 4.5 root depth -0- tip depth 0,125 thickness
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
tt










(1) (2) (3) (4J (5) (6)
Run 1 Eccentri city = = 0.00195
33.6 -0.2 -2.3 -0- 2.1 .0625
44.0 -0.2 -2.9 -0- 2.7 .0614
49.0 -0.2 -3.4 -0- 3.2 .0653
54.3 -0.1 -3.9 -0- 3.8 .0700
59.3 -4.4 +0.1 4.4 .0742
61.3 +0.2 -4.8 0.2 5.0 .0815
63.3 0.4 -5.2 0.4 5.6 .0884
65.5 1.1 -6.0 0.6 7.1 .1084
66.5 1.6 -6.4 1.0 8.0 .1203
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a; (2; (5 j (4; bj (<?;
Run 1 (eonVdJ Eccentricity •= 0.00195
67,5 2.5 •7.3 1.5 9.6 .1423
63.5 5.7 -8.7 2.4 12.4 .1810
69.0 4.3 -9.9 3.2 14.9 .2130
69.5 7.2 -12.2 4.5 19.4 .2790
(l) (8 J (3j (4J (5; (6 J
Run 2 Eccentric ity * « O.OC39o"
55.6 0.2 -2.9 -O 3.1 .0922
44.0 0.7 -3.9 K).2 4.6 .1046
54.3 1.2 -5.2 0.4 6.4 .1180
59.S 1.9 —6.5 0.8 0.2 .1584
61.3 2.4 -6.9 1.3 9.5 . 1510
-7.9 1.8 11.1 .1752
64.5 3.9 - 1.8 2.1 12.7 .1969
65.5 4.7 -9.6 2.6 14.3 .2180
66.0 -10.0 3.0 15.2 .2300
66.5 5.9 -10. G 16.7 .2510
67.0 6.7 -11.6 3.7 18.3 .2752
67.5 7.7 -12.6 4.5 20.3 .3005
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(X) (2J (8 J <«) (s; (6j
Bon 9 Eccentricity .00586
S5.6 0.0 -5.2 -0- 4.0 .1191
44.0 1.2 -4.5 -0.2 5.5 .1251
54. S 2.2 -6.2 -O.G 0.4 .1543
59.3 3.2 -7.7 -1.3 10.9 .1858
61.3 3.9 -8.4 -1.7 12.3 .2006
65.3 4.9 -9.8 -2.5 14.7 .2320
64.5 6.1 -10.8 -3.2 16.9 .2620
G5.5 7.2 -12.0 -8.8 19.2 .2032
6G.0 7.9 -12.8 -4.5 20.7 •5134
66.5 8.9 -13.9 -4.9 22.8 .3428
(1) (8 J (3) (4J (5; (6)
" 11 1 1 1 1 ii 1 n» nn » 1 « 11 1 ——— ... .
Run 4 Eccentricity - 0.00780
3S.6 1.2 -3.7 -0.2 4.9 • 1458
44.0 1.8 -5.0 -0.4 6.8 .1546
49.0 2.2 -5.9 -0.5 3.1 .1652
54.3 3.1 -7.1 -1.0 10.2 .1880
57.3 3.8 -8.1 -1.4 XI. 9 .2075
59.3 4.5 -8.9 -1.8 13.4 .2260
61.3 5.4 -10.0 -2.4 15.4 .2511
62.3 6.1 -10.7 -2.8 16.8 .2698
63.3 6.9 -11.6 -3.3 18.5 .2920
64.5 0.2 -12.9 -4.0 21.1 .3273
65. 0.9 -13.7 -4.4 22.6 .3478
65.5 9.8 -14.6 -5.0 24.4 .3722
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(1) (8 ) (8 ) (4) (5) (g;
Run 5 ontricity - « 0.00977°
l.S -3.9 0.2 5.2 .1348
44.0 2.1 -5.3 0.4 7.4 .1681
49.0 2.7 -G.S O.G 9.0 .1836
54. S 5.7 -7.7 1.2 11.4 .2100
57.5 4.G -3.3 1.6 . 13.4 .2337
59.5 5.2 -9.7 2.1 14.9 .2511
61.3 0.5 -10.8 2.G 17.1 .2787
63.5 7.9 -12.G 5.7 20.5 .3237
64.5 9.5 -14.2 4.5 23.7 .3G76
65.0 10.2 -14.9 5.1 25.1 .3360
(I) (Z)
/
(Sj (4; (5> (e)
Ruin 6 Eoconfcricity » 0.01170
1'
55.6 . 1.6 -4.0 0.2 5.6 • 1067
44.0 2.2 -5.4 0.5 7.6 .1728
49.0 2.8 -6.4 0.7 9.2 .1878
52.0 S.S -7.2 1.0 10.5 .2019
54.3 .3.4 -7.8 1.4 11.9 .215S
56.3 4.S -8.6 1.5 12.9 .2290
50.
3
5.1 •a.a 2.0 14.4 .2470
60.3 6.0 -10.4 2.4 1G.4 .2719
62.
S
7.4 -11.9 19.5 .5093
65.5 8.5 -12.9 5.7 21.2 .3348
64.5 9.9 -14.7 4.8 24.6 .3015
- -

(ij (2 J (s J «u (s; (Qj
Hun 7 Fcoonfcrioity ".01562
n
Ou.O 1.5 -3.9 0.2 5.2 .1549
44*0 2.1 -5.4 0.4 7.5 .1704
49,0 8.7 -6.2 0.5 8.9 .1813
34.5 5.6 -7.7 1.1 11.8 .2080
59.5 5.1 -9.4 2.1 14.5 • 2445
61.5 6.2 -10.8 2.6 17.0 .2772
6S.5 7.9 -12.4 5.6 20.5 .5205
(1) It) (s; (4> (»J M
Hun 8 Eocentrioity K - 0.02542"
55.
6
1.7 -4.0 . 0.2 5.7 .1696
44.0 2.5 -5.7 0.4 8.0 .1819
49.0 3.0 -6.7 0.6 9.7 .1981
52.0 3.4 -7.2 1.0 10.6 .2059
54.5 4.0 -8.0 1.4 12.0 .2210
56.5 4.6 -8.8 1.5 13.4 .2380
58.5 5.3 -9.6 2.0 14.9 .2555
60.5 6.5 -10.7 2.6 17.0 .2817
62.5 7.8 -12.2 3.5 20.0 .3212
64.5 10.5 -15.1 5.1 25.4 .3940
-19-

(1/ V) (a) i*l w ft)




.. 2.2 -4.6 o.r 6.8 .2025
44.C S.2 -G.S O.G 9.5 .2160
49.0 -7.5 1.0 11.4 .2324
54.3 5.2 -9.1 1.7 14.3 . 2i
56.5 5.9 -9.0 2.0 15.0 .2305
BO. 5 6.9 -11.1 2.6 18.0 .5034
59.5 7.4 -11.3 5.0 19.2 .3259
60.5 0.2 -12.5 5.4 20.5 .3400
61.8 8.9 -IS. 3 22.2 .5620
61.8 9.5 -15.8 4.0 85.1 .3740
62.
S
9.8 -14. S 4.4 24.1 .580G
JQU ill (S) (*J (5) (OJ
Run 10 Eccentricity c = 0.03905
s'i.e 3.5 -5.8 0.5 0.1 .2708
44.0 4.9 -8.1 1.0 15.0 .2955
47.0 5.8 -9.1 1.8 14.9 .3170
49.0 6.2 -9.8 1.6 16.0 .5262
51.0 6.9 -10.6 2.0 17.5 .S4S0
55.0 7.7 -11.4 2.5 19.1 .5605
54.5 8.2 -12.1 2.5 20.5 .3755
55.5 8.8 -12.8 2.8 21.6 .3905
56.5 9.5 -15.5 3.2 22.6 .4010
57.5 9.8 -14.0 3.4 25.0 .4150
58.5 10.7 -14.8 3.7 25.5 .4570
59.5 11.5 -15.8 4.2 27.1 .4565

(2 J V« y V (c;
Run 10 (cont'd; Eooenfcrioity 905*
It. a -1C8 4.7 29.1 .43
. 15.4 -10.0 5.4 31.4 .5120
G2.S 15.0 -19.7 6.4 34.7 .5570
63.3 17.2 -21.9 7.6 .1 .C175
64.5 21.5 -26.2 10.0 47.5 .7570






AluniniEi G root dopfch -0- tip dopbh 0.125 thloleenss
(1; (2) fej Uk\ (BJ (Gj
t;
Critical Bun Eccentricity * *

















| i ii « . in . ii i m » i in . m m »-».» n
M (gj &> H> <*> M
Ita 1 Scoentricity » 0.00195
do. C -0.7 -0.7 -O— .0000
58.8 -0.3 -1.4 C.2 O.G .0102
69. 8
-0.6 -2.0 C.5 1.4 .0202
79.4 +0.3 -5.1 1.4 3.4 .0429
"-.: 5.8 -7.1 4.0 10.9 .1544
91.2 6.1 -9.3 5.4 15.9 .1744
92.2 3.3 -12.0 C.9 20.3 .2206
92.7 9.4
-IS. 5 7.5 2P.9 .2470
-22-

(i) (*) (*.) (5J (ej
Run 1 (cont'd) Eccentricity 0.00195*
95.2 11.0 -15.5 3.9 27.8 .2055
95.7 15.3 -18.0 10.2 SI. 8 .5405
(l) (2 J (sj (4J (5j (o;
Hun 2 EccentricIty - 0.00390"
S5.6 -0.5 -0.9 -0- 0.4 .0119
53.8 -0.4 -1.7 0.5 1.5 .0221
69.2 +0.2 -2.5 0.7 2.5 .0561
79.4 1.1 -3.9 1.6 5.0 .0630
64.4 2.4 -5.5 2.5 7.7 .0912
86.4 5.3 -6.3 s.r 9.6 .1111
89.2 5.5 -0.7 4.5 14.0 .1569
90.2 6.5 -10.0 5.5 16.5 .1830
91.2 7.0 -11.7 6.3 19.5 .2155
92.2 10.0 •14.2 0.0 24.2 .2625
93.2 13.0 -18.0 ICO 31.0 •3325
ftj (?> l*> ^ &> <6J
Run Eccentricity ~- % 00536
5S.C -0.3 -1.0 0.1 0.7
53.0 -0.1 -2.0 0.5 1.9
69.2 +0.3 -2.8 1.0 5.1
79.4 1.7 -4.2 2.0 5.9
04.4 3.1 -6.0 2.0 9.1

(1) (2; (5 J (4 J (5; (OJ
Sun 5 (cont'd ) Eccentricity : = 0.00586"-
36.
4
4.0 -7.1 3.5 11.1
37.4 4.8 -7.9 4.0 12.7
88.4 5.4 -8.9 4.5 14.S
89.2 6.2 -9.9 5.2 16.1
91.2 9.1 -13.2 7.2 22.3
92.2 11.4 -16.1 8.6 27.5
92.7 IS. S -17.9 9.8 31.2
(1; (z) (S) (i) (5) (6)
ftun 4 Eooontrioity 0.00780
oo.G -0.3 -1.1 0.2 0.8 .0238
58.8 +0.1 -2.2 0.5 2.3 .0392
69.2 0.6 -3.1 1.0 3.7 .055(4
74.2 1.0 -S.7 1.5 4.7 .0634
79.4 1.9 -4.7 2.0 6^6 .0831
81.4 2.5 -5.2 2.5 7.7 .0946
84.4 3.4 -G.6 3.0 10.0 .1185
88.4 4.4 -7.7 5.5 12.1 .1400
88.4 5.8 -9.3 4.3 15.1 .1710
90.2 7.9 -11.8 6.2 19.7 .2184
92.2 13.1 -10.S 8.8 29.4 .3187
95.2 16.6 -20.2 10.5 30.8 .3945
-24-

a; (2; (s; (4; (5) (6 )
Run 8 Eccentricity - - 0.01170*
55.6 -0.2 -1.1 0.2 . .0268
58.8 •0.2 — »-. • 0.5 2.4 .0403
0.7 - .1 1.0 5.8 .0549
74.2 1.2 -S.8 1.3 5.0 .0674
79.4 2.1 -4.8 2.0 e.G .0869
81.4 2.6 -5.4 2.4 Q.O .0983
84.4 S.8 -6.8 S *5 10.6 .1256
66.4 4.9 -8.0 4.0 12.9 .1493
80.4 5.6 -9.8 5.0 15.4 .1743
90.2 9.2 -12.2 6.4 21.4 .2610
91.2 11.2 -14.3 8.0 25.5 .2790
92.2 14.1 -17. G 9.6 31.7 •3440
Sii fe; IS) (4 J (5 J Jgi
Run 6 Eooontrioity = - 0.01562
S5.6 -0.2 -1.2 0.2 1.0 .0295
53.8 +0.2 -2.2 0.5 2.4 .0408
69.2 0.8 -3.2 1.0 4.0 0.578
79.4 2.2 -5.0 2.1 7.2 .0907
84.4 4.1 -6.9 3.3 11.0 .1305
86.4 5.2 -9.1 4.0 14.3 .1656
88.4 6.9 •9.9 5.0 16.8 .1900
90.2 9.4 -12.8 6.7 22.2 • 2462
92.2 14.2 -17.7 9.5 31.9 .3460
92.7 15.9 -19.6 10.2 35.5 .5830
-25-

(!) (2) (S; (4; (5, (G)
Run 7 Eooentricity =- - 0.01950*
. -0.1 -1.2 0.2 1.1
5G.8 -K).S -2.5 0.5 2.0
69. r G.9 -S.S 1.0 4.2
79.4 2.5 -5.2 2.2 7.7
34.4 4.S -7.2 5.3 11.5
96*41 5.4 -0.6 4.C 14.0
88.4 7.5 -10.4 5.4 17.7
90.2 9.8 -15.0 6.9 22.8
92.2 14. C -18.1 9.6 52.7
92.7 16.3 -20.0 10.8 36.5
(1; (e) (s; (4j (s) (e)
ftra 8 Eooentricity - 0. 02542°
55.6 0.2 -1.2 0.2 1.4 .0417
35.: 1.1 -2.9 0.6 4.0 .0680
69.2 1.9 -4.0 1.5 5.9 .0352
74.2 2.7 -4.9 1.7 7.6 .1025
79.4 5.9 -6.5 2.5 10.2 .1280




86.4 7.7 -10.6 5.0 18.5 .2120
88.4 10.0 -12.9 6.5 .9 .2590
90.2 15.4 -16.7 8.5 50.1 .£350




w £) ftj m £2 isi
Run 9 Eccentricity = - 0.027S0
r.
S5.6 0.5 -1.7 0.2
58.8 1.5 -5.4 0.6 4.7
69.8 2.G -4.9 1.5 7.5
74.2 3.4 -5.9 2.0 9.S
79.4 4.9 -7.S s.o 12.2
81.4 5.3 -8.7 3.4 14.5
84.4 7.5 -10.4 4.5 17.9
86.4 9.5 -12.4 5.5 21.7
88.4 11.9 -15.1 7.8 27.€
89.2 13.2 -1G.5 8.0 29.7
90.2 13.S -18.3 9.2 54.1
Run 10 Eccentricity K . = 0.05125"
33.6 1.1 -2.0 0.2 5.1 .0922
58.8 2.7 -4.4 0.8 7.1 .1208
69.2 4.2 -6.3 1.8 10.5 .1517
74.2 5.S -7.7 2.5 15.0 .1751
79.4 7.3 -9.9 5.7 17.2 .2165
81.4 8.6 -11.1 4.5 19.7 .2420
83.4 9.8 -12.7 5.4 22.5 .2700
85.4 11.8 -14.8 6.5 26.6 .3117
87.4 14.4 -17.8 8.2 32.2 .3685
88.4 1G.4 -19.7 :. S6.1 .4035
-27-

(1) (2) (3) (4; (S> (GJ
Run 11 Hccontrioity 3.05513
55.6 1.4 0.5 4.0
58.8 3.6 •5*5 1.2 8.9
63.2 5.3 -7.4 12.7
74.2 6.8 -0.1 3.0 15.9
79.4 9.2 -11. G 4.S 20.0
81.4 10.5 -15.0 8.2 23.5
83.4 12.1 -14.8 6.1 26.
9
85.4 1^ P -17.1 7.4 50.5
87.4 17.3 — « 1/. o 9.1 S7.6
W W (3; (4J {5j {6;
Run 12 Eccentricity » - 0.06905
«
55.6 1.7 -2.C 0.5 , .1200
58.8 5.8 -3.7 1*8 9.5 .1617
69.2 5.8 -7.9 2.4 15.7 .1979
74.2 7.2 -9.7 3.1 16.0 .2277
79.4 9.8 -12.2 22.0 .2772
31.4 11.2 •15. 5.5 25.0 • .5072
83.4 12.9 -15.7 6.5 28.6 .5431
35.4 15.2 -10.1 7.G 35.5 .3900
86.4 16.6 -19.8 3.5 56.4 .4210
-23-

a) (s; (Sj (4) (5 J «J)
Run IS Eocenbrioity fc - 0.04690*
53.6 1.8 -2.7 o.s 4.5
58.8 5.9 -5.7 1.2 0.6
69.2 5.8 -7.9 2.5 IS.
7
74.2 7.3 -0.6 3.1 15.9
79.4 9.8 -12.2 4.5 28.0
81.4 11.2 -13.7 5.5 24.9
83.4 12.9 -15.5 6.5 28.4
85.4 15.2 -18.0 7.3 53. 2
(1) (2) (8 J (4 J (5) (c)
Ruri 14 ^coontrioity -- 0.05466"
58.6 1.9 -3.0 O.S 4.9 .1459
53.0 4.3 -5.2 1.4 9.5 .1617
69.2 6.5 -8.8 2.5 15.3 .2210
74.2 8.3 -10.5 3.4 18.8 .2530
79.4 11.1 -15.6 5.0 24.7 .3110
81.4 12.6 -15.2 5.8 27.8 .3410
83.4 14.6 -17.2 7.0 31.8 .3810
85.4 16.9 -10.9 8.4 36.8 .4510
87.4 20.S -23.7 10.2 44.0 .5040
89.2 26.1 -29.5 13.3 55.6 .6230
89.7 29.0 -33.0 15.2 62.0 .6910





Aluminum S.5 root depth 0,5 tip depth 0.127 thieknoso
(tJ (2 J (5 J (4; (5) (6 J













(1) (2^ (Si («J (5J (6J
Run 1 Eccentricity = 0.0013
r.
20.12 -1.2 -0.3 0.1 -0.4 .0137
39.S2 -1.7 -1.0 0.2 -0.7 .0170
49.07 -2.0
—A. <^ 0.? -0.3 .01G1
59.93 -2.1 -1.9 0.4 -0.2 .0033
G4.95 -1.1
-S.S 1.6 +2.2 .0339
G5.9S -K>.5 -5.1 5.2 5.6 .0050
66.45 3.1 -7.7 5.2 10. , .1625

[1, • / :. . .
1LC 2 "'-:-. .r .
.
-:. -'. ".: -:.
. -i. -1.1 -0.5 .
§9.87 -i. -:. -'. .
M.67 -1.9 -l. - .1 •
-i.: -r.
61.95 -l. -£. :. ,







B8.SH Z.l - . . . .
(U 1 [Sj \
2it S E ::-•:—:rici-r • .
, -1.
-L.0 -o-
S9.32 -:. -1." .1
0.67 -1.5 -1.9 .




















d; (2 (Sj (4J (5 J (0;
Run 4 Eccentricity - 0.0073
.. > • J... -0.9 -1.1 0.1 0.2 .0069
-1.1 -1.3 0.2 0.2 .0051
49.67 -1.5 -1.9 0.S .0080
54.67 -1.3 -2.2 0.G 0.9 .0165
59. 93 -0.0 19 O l.s 2.4 .0400
61. 95 -0.2 -3.9 2.0 3.7 .0596
62.93 +O.S -4.6 2.3 4.9 .0779
63.93 1.2 -5.6 5.2 6.0 .1063
64. 9S 3.1 -7.6 4.5 10.7 .1648
a; (2 ) (3 ) (4; (si (OJ
Run 5 Fccontricity o.oioa"
c9. llj -0.0 -1.1 0.1 0.2
39.32 -1.1 -1.4 0.2, 0.3
49.67 —1.3 -1.9 0.5 0.6
54.67 -1.2 -2.4 0.6 1.2
59.93 -0.5 -3.3 1.3 2.0
61.98 +0.1 -4.1 2.1 4.2
63.95 1.7 -6.0 3.
3
7.7
64.93 3.3 -3.1 5.0 11.9
65.43 5.4 -10.0 6.5 15.4 i«
-32-

(U (2J (Sj (4; (5; (Gj
Run G Fooontrlolty - 0.015G
r
29,12 -0.9 -1.1 0.1 0.2 .0069
S9.82 -1.1 -1.4 0.1 0.5 .0076
49. G7 -1.8 -1.9 0.4 O.G .0121
54. G7 -1.1 -2.G O.G 1.5 .0274
59. OS -0.7 -S.5 l.o 2.0 .04G7
G1.95 +0.2 -4.2 2.1 4.4 .0711
65. 95 1.9 -6.2 8.6 3.1 .12G8
64.93 4.0 -3.S 5.8 12. S .1094
65. 43 5.9 -10.7 7.0 1G.6 .2538
(l) (2; (5 J (4j (5; (Gj
Run 7 Eccentricity =* 0.0208*
29.12 •0.8 -1.1 0.1 0.3
S9.S2 -1.0 -1.6 0.2 O.G
49. G7 -1.1 -2.2 o.r> 1.1
54. G7 -0.9 -2.7 0.0 1.3
57.67 -O.G
-3.2 2.4





62. 95 1.5 -5.C 5.0 6.9
63.95 2.6 -6.9 4.0 9.5
64.95 5.0 -9.G 6.0 14.6

ft.) (8 J (s; (4; (5j (e;
Run Eccentricity 0.0200*
89, X2 -0.7 -1.S 0.1 0.6 .0206
59.32 -0.8 -1.9 0.S 1.1 .0230
49.67 -0.0 -2.9 0.0 .0463
54. C7 -0.1 -5.5 1.2 5.4 .0G21
50.07 -K).l -4.0 1.5 4.1 .0723
58.67 0.7 -4.7 2.0 5.4 .0920
59. 96 1*2) -5.2 2.4 G.4 .1069
60.93 1.3 -5.0 5.0 7.6 .1243
61. 9S 2.4 •6.6 5*5 9.0 .1454
62.95 5.7 -7.9 4.5 11. C • 1845
65.95 5.4 -9.9 G.O 15.5 .2395
G4.45 G.9 -11.4 7.0 18.5 .2840
ft) (2; (sj (4; (5; (g;
....... —m m I n . 1 11 1 1 11 » 1 1 » 1 1
.
1
Run 9 Dcoentricity «= = 0.0312
IT
29*12 -0- -1.9 0.2 1.9
39.c;s -K).l -2.0 0.5 2.9
44.52 0.5 -5.2 0.9 5.5
49.07 0.3 -4.1 1.5 4.9
52. G7 1.2 -4.3 1.7 6.0
54.67 1.3 -5.2 2.1 7.0
56.G7 2.5 -G.O 2.5 1.3
53. G7 5.2 -7.1 5.5 10.5
59. or. 4.0 -8.0 4.0 12.0
GO. 93 4.9 -9.0 4.G 13.9
61.98 6.1 -10.5 5.7 16.4

d; (a; (sj W; (5; (c j
Run 10 Ecoontrioifcy * 3.0564
i */. ii. o.S •2.? 0.2 2.3 .0961
. 1.1 -3.6 0.7 4.7 .1196
44.52 •L. w -4.5 1.1 5.6 .11
49.67 2.2 -5.5 1.8 7.7 .1550
52.07 ?.o -6.5 2.4 9.2 .174/;
54.67 3.5 -7.1 5.0 10. G .1X7
36.67 4.4 -8.2 3.S 12.6
58.67 5.8 -9.8 4. a 15.G .2GG0
59. OS 7.1 -11.1 5.6 10.2
(U (2; (5j (4; (5; (6j
Run 11 Eooontrioity C 0.041G"
20. 12 0,7 -2.5 0.5 5.2
39.52 1.2 -5.8 0.0 5.0
44.32 1.7 -4.6 1.2 .
49.67 2.4 -5.8 2.0 0.2
52.67 3.2 -6.7 2.5 9.9
54.07 4.0 -7.5 5.0 11.5
56.67 4.3 -8.7 5.7 15.3
58.67 6.2 -10.2 5. 16.4
-F.5-

(U (2; (5 J (4 J (5 j (e)
Hun 12 Eoooncrioity « 0.052
29.12 0.9 -2.8 0.3 S.7 .1271
59*32 1.4 -4.1 1.0 5.5 .1
44.52 2.2 -5.0 1.5 7.2 .1025
49.67 S.O —6.2 2.0 9.2 .1350
52.67 3. 8 -7.2 2.7 11.0 .2
54.G7 4.6 -8.1 3.5 12.7 .2:520
5G.67 5.7 -9.G 4.2 15.3 .2G97
58.67 7.8 -11.2 5.5 18.5 .^147







root depth 0.5 tip depth 0.120 thiokneea
to) M fe<> & & i&L
n
Critical Bun Eccentricity °
f in m il i —
—










(1) (2J (5; (4J (5 J (6j« » I ..111.. . »..- ..!. I .
Run 1 Eccentricity " « 0.0015
67.8 -0.9 -0.9 -0- -0-
116.64 -1.5 -1.5 +0.1 -0-
164.87 -2.0 -2.2 0.1 0.2 .0012
175.24 -2.0 -2.5 0.1 0.3 .0017
185.49 -1.7 -3.1 0.5 1.4 .0076
187.49 -0.7 -4.0 1.5 5.5 .0176
188.47 +0.7 -5.4 2.5 6.1 .0324
-57-

(ij (2) (5 J (4) (5) (Gj
Hun 2 Eccentricity - 0.0026
«
67.5 -0.9 -0.9 -0- -0-
116.64 -1.5 -1.5 -0- -0-
164.87 -1.9 -2.2 +0.2 +0.5 .0018
175.87 -1.8 -2.7 0.? 0.9 .0051
178.87 -1.8 -2.9 o.s 1.1 .0061
180.87 -1.7 -5.0 O.G 1*8 .0072
182.87 -1.5 —3.2 0.8 1.7 .0095
184.87 •1.1 -5.5 1.1 2.4 .0150
185.87 -0.9 -5.9 1.2 5.0 .0162
186.57 -0.7 -4.1 1.5 5.4 .0182
186.87 -0.5 -4.3 1.7 4.0 .0214
187.57 —0- -4.9 2.0 4.9 .0261
187.87 +0.5 -5.5 2.4 5.6 .0509
188.57 1.2 -0.1 5.1 7.5 .0588
188.87 2.6 -7.2 4.0 9.8- .0519
(1) (S) (3 J U) (5) (6 )
Bun 5 Eccentricity » 0.0052'
ft
C7.S -0.9 -0.9 •0- -0-
116.64 -1.5 -l.G -0- +0.5 .0026
164.87 -1.8 -2.4 +0.5 0.6 .0056
175. 24 -1.4 -3.0 0.5 1.6 .0091
178.24 -1.2
-S.l o.n 1.9 .0107
180.24 -1.1
-5.4 1.0 2.5 .0128
182.24 -0.9
-5.9 1.1 5.0 .0164
-38-

(1) (2; (5 J (4j (5j (6j
i 1 11 » »ii * m ! p » - . »- . 1 ii n 1. i . . . .1
Run 5 (eont'dj Eccentricity » = 0.0052*
134.24 -0.2 -4.5 1.6 4.1 .0222
105.49 ••0.5 -5.1 2.2 5.4 • 0291
186.99 1.2 -6.0 5.0 7.2 .0586
187.49 5.4 -8.1 4.5 11.5 • 0614
(1) (2; (3 ) (4j (5) (6)
Run 4 Eccentricityr es 0.0078°
67.5 -0.9 -1.0 -0— 0.1 .0015
116.64 -1.5 -1.7 K>.2 0.4 .0054
164.87 -1.4 -2.8 0.5 1.4 .0085
169.87 -1.5 -3.0 0.4 1.7 .0100
175.24 -1.1 -5.2 0.6 2.1 .0120
178.24 -0.9 -5.7 1.1 2.8 .0157
180*84 -0.6 -4.0 1.4 S.4 .0189
182.24 -0.2 -4.4 1.6 4.2 .0250
185.24 +0.2 -4.9 2.0 5.1 .0278
184.24 0.7 -5.5 2.4 6.0 .0326
185.49 1.7 -6.5 5.1 8.0 .0451
186.49 5.1 -7.8 4.0 10.9 • 0584
-59-

u; (2; (5; (4; (5; (6)
Hun 5 Eocentric±ty - 0.0104"
G7.3 -0.9 -1.0 •c- 0.1 .0015
116.64 -1.3 -1.7 +0.1 0.4 .0034
140.95 -1.5 -2.1 0.1 0.6 .0043
164.87 -1.7 -2.7 0.2 1.0 .0061
1G9.87 -1.4 -2.8 0.3 1.4 .0082
175.24 -l.S -3.1 0.6 1.8 .0103
178.24 -1.1 -3.4 1.0 2.3 .0129
180.24 *0.9 -3.8 1.2 2.9 .0161
18&.24 -0.5 -4.1 1.4 3.6 .0197
184.24 +0.1 -4.9 2.0 5.0 .0271
185.24 0.8 -5.5 2.5 G.3 • 0340
(I) (2; (s; (4j (5) (6 J
Ran 6. Eoomitricity - 0.0156
n
67.5 -0.8 -1.1 —0- 0.3 .0045
11C. 64 -1.1 -1.9 -0- 0.8 .0069
140.95 -1.2 -2.5 +0.3 1.5 .0092
164.87 -0.9 -3.2 0.7 P. 3 .0140
169.87 -0.8 -3.7 1.0 2.9 .0171
175.24 -0.2 -4.1 1.4 3.9 .0222
178.24 +0.2 -4.8 1.7 5.0 .0280
180.24 0.7 -5.2 2.1 5.9 .0527
181.24 1.0 -5.7 2.5 6.7 .0370
182.24 1.6 -6.0 2.7 7.6 .0417
183.24 2.2 -6.8 3.1 9.0 .0491
184.24 2.9 -7.6 3.5 10.5 .0570
185.24 4.1 -8.9 4.7 15.0 .0701
-40-

(I) (2) (9) (4) (8J (6 J
Run 7 Ecoeyjfcricity o.or
n
100
67.3 -0.4 -1.3 0.1 0.9 .0134
92.41 -0.5 -8.0 o.s 1.7 • 0184
116.64 -0.2 -2.7 0.5 2.5 .0214
132.01 -0.1 -3.2 0.6 5.1 .0835
140.95 •o.i -3.7 1.0 5.8 .0270
151.52 0.4 -4.2 1.2 4.6 .0304
156.32 0.8 -4.7 1.5 5.5 .0852
161.57 1.2 -5.1 1.8 6.3 .0390
166.57 1.3 -5.9 2.2 7.7 .0462
169.57 2.2 -6.4 2.6 8.6 .0507
171.86 2.8 -7.0 3.2 9.8 .0570
173.86 S.3 -7.8 3.5 11.1 •0639
174.86 3.8 -8.0 3.7 11.8 .0675
175.86 4.2 -8.6 4.1 12.8 .0728
176.86 4.7 -9.0 4.6 13.7 .0775
177.88 5.2 -9.7 5.0 14.9 .0838
-41-

(i> (s; (SJ (4J (5j (6 J
am Eoosntrleity mt ).0260
W
07. 0.2 -1.9 0.2 2.1 .0312
92.41 0.4 -2.8 0.4 S.2 •0346
116.64 0.9 -3.8 0.8 4.7 .0403
152.01 1.4 -4.7 1.2 6.1 .0461
140.95 1.9 -5.5 1.5 7.2 .0511
131.52 2.7 -6.2 2.1 8.9 .0588
161.37 4.1 -8.1 3.2 12.2 .0755
164.87 4.7 -0.8 S.5 15.5 .0820
167.87 5.5 -9.8 4.2 15.3 .0912
169.87 6.2 -10.5 4.9 16.5 .0972
171.87 7.1 -11.3 5.5 18.4 .1075
174.24 8.9 -13.5 6.8 22.2 .1273
UJ (2) m M ISA Jli.
Run 9 Eccentricity p « 0.0312*
67.30 0.3 -2.2 0.2 2.5 .0372
92.41 0.8 -3.1 0.4 3.9 • 0422
107.78 1.2 -3.9 0.8 5.1 .0473
116.64 1.5 -4.3 1.0 5.8 • 0498
132.01 2.1 -5.3 1.3 7.4 .0560
140.95 2.7 -6.1 1.0 6.0 .0625
151.32 3.7 -7.3 2.5 11.0 .0726
156.52 4.3 -8.1 3.1 12.4 .0793
161.57 5.3 -a. 3 S.9 14.6 .0904
166.57 6.8 -10.9 5.0 17.7 .1062
-42-

(X) (S) (Z) (4 J (5) «Sj
Run 10 Eocontricity * 0.0364*
67.30 0.4 -2.2 0.2 2.6 .0388
92.41 0.9 -S.l 0.4 4.0 .0455
107.73 1.8 -s.o O.G 5.0 .0464
116.04 1.5 -4.5 0.0 5.0 .0493
140.95 2.7 •6.1 1.7 0.8 .0625
151.32 3.7 •7.5 2.4 11.0 .0726
(l; (2) (5j (4j (5J (6 J
Run 11 Ecoonbrioity ta .0416"
67.S0 0.6 •2.2 0.2 2.8 .0416
92.41 1.0 •6.2 0.4 4.2 .0455
107.78 1.5 -4.0 0.7 5.5 .0492
116.64 1.8 •4.6 1.0 6.4 .0550
132.01 2.5 •5.4 1.4 7.7 .osor:
140.95 2.9 -6.5 1.0 9.2 .0655
151.32 4.0 -7.7 2.6 11.7 .0772
161.57 5.9 -9.8 4.0 15.7 .0972
166.57 7.2 -11.2 5.2 18.4 .1104
-43-

(i) (2J (a; W (S) (6)
Hun 12 Eooontrioity - 0.0520*
67.30 1.1 -2.7 0.2 3.8 .0565
92.41 1.7 -8.9 0.5 5.6 .0607
118. G4 2.7 -5.4 1.2 8.1 .0695
140.95 4.5 -7.9 2.3 12.4 .0380
151.32 5.9 -9.7 3.2 15.6 .1030
161.57 8.3 -12.2 5.2 20.5 .1270
171.86 13.6 -18.0 8.8 31.6 .1841
-44-

UDDBL C IDDEL D
Hun Eccentricity X ) Eccentricity X
11 0.0416 tt 27.2 0.0410" 1S.2
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3 # C/ TO
Indicated in tJic Introduction, Times!* as shewn the
theoretical buckling load for ths thin cantilever strut tarred to
>oint to bot




For struts A and B, where s
h«h (1 -£) (i.e<# n- Ij
I
and whore a concentrated load is apolled at the end, •in 1 has a tabula-
Talus of 2.405 (aeferenco (1), p# 5;, andt
£ - length
i 12





£V'J h ("; b ("J E (lOG j (10
6
J ^
Model A 13 4.5 0.125 10.5 5.9 7,700 11,200 G3.9
Ibdcl B 13 G.O 0.125 10.5 5.9 10#2G0 15,020 92.2
Or, : leoretical buckling loads for uodolc A and B arc G8.9 lbc.
and 92.2 lbs., rcapcctiToly.
Pages 15 to 29 and figurei J C thew the data In tabular and
^raphieal form for inodels A and 8*
Referring to the data, we find the critical loads determined

experimentally for models o 71 lbs. . •,
poctively. In tabular fornt
Theoret ica 1 Experimental jr~
^bdel A 1.9 J.b6# 71.0 lbs. 101.
•fodel 3 92. 2 lba. .2 lbs. .
Da© to evidence fro:.: Sout fareIPs nothod, Low, It
believed that these experimental critical loads are very close
tho true critical loads.
The difference between tho thoorotical and experimental values'
is felt to be duo largely to tho faot that the nortio uts
at the load end, where the section becomes smallest and v/hore deflec-
tions might be rrnectod to bo large, had to bo reinforce
material to resist '_ near tho end in the yt»plo» to provide
a seat for the knife e \ro. The effect of this reinforcement at th
end cannot be accurately taken into account.
Additional factors which might cause minor deviations bctwe
tho theoretical and experimental values are (l; thickness vary3
from 0.1245" to 0.1255" throughout the model, (2 J use of atorial
values of E and 0, and (S ) a possibly slightly longer effective 1
than 18". (1 ; is small and enters as uare root of a cjx tcm.
(2) onters ae a square root.
In view of the manifest impossibility of loadi: trut at a
point, it is difficult to sec how the thoory might m checlood aW>
lutoly. However the snail percentage eeparatio lues indicates
good corroonondouce between the experimental and the theoretical values
for tho type of strut eonsidore'.
No formulae for calculating tho theoretical critical loads for
truncated struts, such as models C and D,

o? t le to derive such a fornula,
1 criticsI loads fo .odcic arc




;/: ; H show plots of differeneo/u'' vs differ®
Southvell has oointcd out that in the case of column loads, (1j these
linos should be straight and (2) their elopes should equal the critical
load, regardless of eccontricity. An extension of
loadiiv; under consideration was encysted.
On -these figures it will bo noted that a sot of points f ran the
sane run, while having a straight portion, generally curve toward
lay end of the set. This curvature has been neglected, a strai
lines 'lave boon drawn, with tho following explanation*
It will be noted that this deviation from a strai;-* 1
Generally with tho eccentricity. How these sets of pc ly
bo in a straight line insofar as they represent points on a hyper-x>llc
curve of ^ vs difference, (figures A f C, r, and (7 j. Iteferring to
figures wo see bhat these curves vary from tho hyperbolic form in the
lew ranne of difference, where they all touch the ordinate at P. For
the higher values of Pf the curves are very much more truly hyperbolic
than for the low values, duo to the nature of the curves. Accordingly,
only the noints at tho higher values of difference should be considered
straight lines representing the set of points*
Consider' ;rai.;ht linos approxinr. the sets of poinl
for various ecoentricities, we find the slopes of these lines are
approximately parallel for all runs and that they give values of P
cr
as foil one s
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(Diff. )/(Dlff,/p) « P
or
bdol (25-5)/(0.35G0 - 0.0795) m 72.3 lbs. (Ficuro B, Sun I)
Slodel B {SO-10;/(0.S475 - 0.1420; «= 97.2 lbs. (Figure D, Sun 10
J
Model G (15-5 j/(0. 2550 - 0.00(53 j * 67.S lbs. (l^ure F, ftm 8
Tbdel D (2O»10j/(0.G059 - 0.0542) « 193. 2 lbs. (Figure H, Sim G;
Comparing the critical loads determined oxporinsntally with those
determined by Southwell's metliodj
Escperiiaontal 3 outhyrell South. % oC : xp.
Uodel A 71.0 lbs. 72.3 lbs. 101.8^
Model D 97.2 lbs. 07.2 lbs. 100.01
JMel 6G.9 lbs. 87.5 lb». 100.7"
Ttedel D 190.7 lbs. 198.2 lbs. 101.41
we find vory close adherence for the models tested. In ovory case
the Sout£?aell lines show a somewhat creator critical. This is con-
sidered duo to the fact tliat in loading for critical on the eoro lino,
the true experimental critical loading was not reached.
The conclusion reached, based on the information obtained fron
these models, is that for these types of strut it ic possible to obtain
the critical load from a few tost points, without first determining
the ©enter point of the strut, and without noin^ to loads which mi^ht
cause the yield strength to bo exceeded. In such a determination it
will be inportant, (1) to use a small oooentrioity, or (2j to take
points from higher loadings only.
The prooodur© would bo to sot vn the model in a manner similar
to that shown heroin, plaoe the point of loading fairly close to t T >o
model ©enter, apply loads, and measure the deflections (an^lo of twist J)
-58-

vs the various loadings* Divide tho deflections by the loading and
plot vs tho deflection. The elope of this line will give the critical
load for that strut*
Page 45 nives the tabular form and page 54 gives the £raph*
ical form of eccentricity vs a,, where o. represents the displacement
of the DIFF«/P ts DIFF. lines where they cross the DIFF. axis* Ifhile
a* is considered as some function of the eccentricity it must be point-
ed out that considerable error may easily be introduced into the ex-
perimental determination of a First , if the eccentricity introduced
is not as estimated or calculated, the entire set of values determining
the plot of P vs DIFF. will be in error, thus introducing an error in
the curves which determine the values of e , In the second place, the
lines determining a. (especially for high eccentricities,) are approx-
imations to sets of points which do not have a well defined straight
portion. An error in the slop© of any DIFF./? line will introduce
considerable error in the <*. for that eccentricity, a should be more
representative as a measure of eooentrieity for the lower range of
eccentricity.
Considering the data shown, we see that the data for models
A and 3 was plotted to, the same scale, and hence we should expect some
correlation between the curves of o. vs eccentricity. These curves for
models A and B do show a marked degree of similarity. This similarity
is emphasised by comparison with the curves for models C and D, whose
points are derived from lines drawn to different scales, but which
still show the same general trend as models A and 3.
From the data available in this experiment it is impossible
to tell whether the double curvatures shown in figure I are inherent
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A. JSTWWCnOB
As a theoretical problem it wae proposed to derive a formula
that would handle the oritioal load for lateral buokling of thin struts
of constant thickness whioh are either tapered to a point or trunoatod.
the triangular case has been veil presented ty Tiraoshcnko in Theory of
Elastic Stability. However very little work has been presented for the
specific problem of truncated struts. Federhofer (Reference 2) has
presented a solution to this problem whioh is complicated Xty the fact
that it is presented using constants worked out for specifio taper
ratios* The solution in this paper is considered more flexible in
that it may be solved directly by substituting the physical and material
values of the model.
In this solution resort was made to Bsyleigh's principle
whioh is discussed in the next part
f
B.
Part C presents the derivation of the formula.
Conclusions are presented in part D.
B. D3SCTBSI0!? OP B&TOIGH*S PRINCIPLE (HEFEBEECE a)
Tho general idea of teyleigh's principle is that the potential
energy must be equal to the external work done. In relating this to the
test for stability we have a structure in equilibrium under load. This
will only go out of equilibrium if the setup is acted upon by some dis-
turbing force, sailed P. The deformation produced will be caused by
two energies i Wf tho work done by tho original load and V. the strain
potential energy aoquired in the deformation. Let E be the work done
by the disturbing force and T be the kinetic energy aoquired fcy the
setup. By the principle of the conservation of vaergf we can write
t
Reference 4: 0. K.J. Temple and W.G.Bickley, "Rayleigh's Principle end Its
Applioations to Engineering" , Oxford University Press, London, 1933.

W * V + I
? will have to be greater than or equal to 0. Now if 7 > W# the
energy difference, V ~ W, will be supplied by the disturbing forces.
Deformation occurs only when these forces are of sufficient magnitude,
But if V :£ W, the work done by the disturbing forces, no natter how
small will all be converted into kinetic energy* Therefore, the
criterion for stability is that V > W for all deformations.
The general equilibrium condition for a cantilever beam,












* 4 m O
4> = the angle of twist
C te flexural rigidity about s-oxls
B * flexural rigidity about y-axis
A *= torsional rigidity
*» sagging couple





C. SOUTTIOH FOR CRITICAL LOAD OF TROSCATBD BEAM OF C01I5TAHT






1. Within elastic regiae.
2. Torsional rigidity varies linearly.
The flexural rigidity about the c-axiss
c»iin v < * < a* + U .
12
Lett
C+ «= £ at fixed ond.




The torsional rigidity (ifefereao* 5)t
Reference 5: S. Timoshenko, "Theory of Elasticity", p. 249, McGraw-Hill, 19 54,
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-J- (l- 0.680 £Z ^i™"" Z*) H
Let i
A « A at fixed end.
x
At any place cm the boom, aasuaet
/7X -- #f (ZTI'i
The general differential equation for the equilibrium oondition iet
"Where i




;r k * —flf <> ^ * - °
By using tho followinc approximate method of solution wo will have s
SO V**

olution of the form
the boundary conditions arei
f0* <j>




, 9 «for £














x » L L
f
# 4>'V
Higher order derivative* give no further boundary condition*.
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In the differential equation, lett
y " * • L
Substituting.
^ =r O
where y goes from to I*
We halve five boundary conditions and therefore select a
series assumed to represent £ ourvo of the formi
For boundary condition, y a l| <j> B L5 y£
y6 )
4> " -i (ftj I* 8^ L*y + 8ft, tV + 4»4 ly5 + Se^ y4 J
L
For boundary condition t y ^ Of </> ~ a. , ^ ©
* " -~ (2a
g I?





For boundary condition. y K , l| 4-0
aA «=2
3a_ + 6a I0ae «

For boundary condition i y ** 0| 9 «=
Ute have two equations with three iinknowns.
Solving In terra* of a'e





•a^-F^s a, «* o
•<>
~
+ f »b - f «h$ >*•
%"f*5 a8 ~0
Substituting In ^> we have-
oar:
or substituting for y * x * L 1 •
4>"«k /-6o .for ft'./ eo jlsl&!/ ?
c L4 * 3
Substituting
<f>




























1 I » 0.630
^ ^
X xnrh *)
For triangular struts, L * f X = 0,
wheret b * f" # h *
4.5* # L * IB*, I «= 10.5 (10
6
J# H « 5.9 (10^)
P * 78.7 lb«.
er
n
and where: h «= 6.0 , othor values remaining the saxnei
or
Is » »
Per truneated struts 9 whsret b* «= b «*•£ h^ = S.8 h- *= O.S
l^n" X. «= 18* 1 " 10.3 (108 ) H * S.0 (106 J
P « 62.8 lbs.




The theoretioal values obtained tyr use of the fomila above
nay be oompared with the experimental values for the various struts





.% % of Bxp.
Model A 71.0 lbs. 72*7 lbs. 102.5 $
Model B 97.2 lbs. 97.8 lbs. 100.2 $
Model C 66.9 lb*. 62.8 lbs. 93.9 %
Model D 190.7 lbs. 179.8 lbe. 94.1 1
Duo to the fact that the models has to be built up at the
end (in the ease of the triangular struts to prevent bending and to
provide a seat for knife edge, and in the ease of the truncated struts
to provide a seat for knife edge ) 4he theoretical values should be
under the experimental value for all struts.
In all oases we have assumed that the torsional rigidity
varies linearly with the length. Actually the torsional rigidity
varies as foiless i
C te Tr (1 • 0.830 £ 2. "¥ tanh -jp) H.
Examination of the formula shows that for very small values of h, such
as occur at the tip of triangular struts 9 the torsional rigidity bc-
ocraes smaller than would be predicated by linear variation of torsional
rigidity$ thus making our theoretical values for these struts high.
This explains the greater value of our theoretical over experimental
values for models A and B.
For the truncated struts this effect is not so great, and as
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Detail of Knife Ed?;e (Pull gj
M^X _£*__

























1. Detail of knife edge
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